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Participants’ memory performance is normally poorer when a subset of previously learned 
items is provided as retrieval cues than none of the retrieval cues is provided. This 
phenomenon is called the part-list cuing effect, which has been discovered in numerous 
behavioral studies. However, there is currently no relevant behavioral or event-related 
potential (ERP) research to investigate whether the forgetting effect caused by part-list 
cues is more sensitive to recollection or to familiarity. By combining the part-list cuing 
paradigm with the Remember/Know procedure, we investigated this issue in the present 
ERP study. Behavioral data showed part-list cuing induced detrimental effect in two 
aspects: significantly lowered familiarity of the target items and decreased memory 
discrimination score (Pr score) for “Know” but not for “Remember” items in the part-list 
cue condition than in the no-part-list cue condition. ERP data revealed that the FN400 
old/new effects, which are associated with familiarity, were absent when providing part-list 
cues, whereas the late positive complex (LPC) old/new effects, which are associated with 
recollection, were observed comparably in both part-list cue and no-part-list cue conditions. 
Converging behavioral and ERP results suggested that part-list cues hindered familiarity-
based retrieval but not recollection-based retrieval of item recognition. Theoretical 
implications of the findings for the part-list cuing effect are discussed.

Keywords: recognition, recollection, familiarity, part-list cuing effect, FN400, late positive complex

INTRODUCTION

Memory retrieval is influenced by multiple factors (Baddeley et  al., 2014), among which is 
the adequacy of retrieval cues (Tulving and Pearlstone, 1966). However, retrieval cues are not 
always conductive to item recalling. When providing a portion of items from a previously 
studied list as retrieval cues and asking people to recall the remaining items, people often do 
more poorly on that list than do people asked to recall the items without the presence of 
such retrieval cues (Slamecka, 1968; Bäuml and Samenieh, 2012; Radvansky and Tamplin, 
2013; Barber et  al., 2015; Aslan and John, 2019; John and Aslan, 2020). This phenomenon is 
called the part-list cuing effect, which has been well documented by behavioral studies.
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The part-list cuing effect is often presumed to result from 
inhibitory control mechanisms. The retrieval inhibition hypothesis 
regarded the part-list cuing effect as an aftereffect of the 
inhibitory executive-control processes that supposedly suppress 
the non-cue (target) items’ memory representation due to the 
presentation of part-list cues (Anderson et  al., 1994; Bäuml 
and Aslan, 2004, 2006). That is, part-list cues lead to implicit 
retrieval of the cue items in the recall process, which in turn 
inhibits the overall strength of the non-cue items (Crescentini 
et  al., 2010; Barber et  al., 2015). Inhibition directly affects the 
representation strength of non-cue items; therefore, regardless 
of the type of retrieval cues used as probing words for retrieval 
and regardless of the type of output order provided by 
experimenter, the recalling of target items will be  impaired or 
reduced. The inhibition account considers the harmful effects 
of part-list cues on memory retrieval to be  persistent because 
it reflects a long-term changes in the activation level of the 
target items (Bäuml and Aslan, 2006; Mickes et  al., 2013).

Another explanation for the part-list cuing effect is the 
strategy disruption hypothesis, which postulates that the 
presentation of part-list cues interferes with the memory 
strategy developed by subjects during the encoding phase, 
thus leading to a decline in memory scores (Basden and 
Basden, 1995; Reysen and Nairne, 2002). The less the memory 
strategy used during the retrieval phase resembles that of 
the encoding phase, the more the interference will be. The 
part-list cues reduce the similarity level of strategies, thus 
forcing the subjects to either develop a new strategy or exert 
more effort to recover their original strategies (Basden et  al., 
2002; Aslan and Bäuml, 2007). Therefore, according to this 
hypothesis, controlling output order means asking participants 
to use experimenter-manipulated retrieval strategies, which 
will cause a decline in memory performance regardless of 
whether the part-list cues are provided (Aslan and Bäuml, 
2007). The strategy disruption hypothesis considers the effect 
of part-list cues on memory retrieval to be  short-lived, that 
is, if part-list cues are removed, the cue-induced forgetting 
should be  eliminated (Bäuml and Aslan, 2006).

Currently, such part-list cuing impairment has been 
demonstrated under a wide variety of manipulations, in semantic 
and episodic memory (Brown, 1968; Sloman et  al., 1991), in 
vertical and false memory (Reysen and Nairne, 2002; Bäuml 
and Kuhbandner, 2003; Kimbal et  al., 2008), in laboratory and 
real-world contexts (Pei and Tuttle, 1999; Bierstaker, 2003; 
Bovee et  al., 2009), in high associative and low associative 
encoding situations (Bäuml and Aslan, 2006; Aslan and Bäuml, 
2009; Muntean and Kimball, 2012; Lehmer and Bäuml, 2018; 
John and Aslan, 2020), in intra-list and extra-list cues conditions 
(Basden et  al., 1977; Roediger et  al., 1977; Peynircioğlu, 1989), 
in healthy and clinical subjects (Bäuml et  al., 2002; Kissler 
and Bäuml, 2005; Christensen et al., 2006), and among different 
age groups (Marsh et al., 2004; Christensen et al., 2006; Andrés, 
2009; Andrés and Howard, 2011; John and Aslan, 2018, 2020; 
Aslan and John, 2019).

However, an overwhelming majority of prior work focusing 
on part-list cuing effect mainly adopted free recall task or 
item-specific probe test as the measure of memory performance. 

Therefore, the theories proposed to explain the part-list cuing 
effect were mainly based on the results from free recall test 
or item-specific probe test. Only a few studies (Slamecka, 1975; 
Todres and Watkins, 1981; Oswald et  al., 2006) have explored 
the part-list cuing effect in a classic yes/no recognition test, 
in which, however, the recollection and familiarity process 
cannot be  behaviorally dissociated. According to a widely 
recognized dual-process recognition memory theory, recognition 
memory performance reflects two distinct memory processes: 
recollection and familiarity (Yonelinas and Jacoby, 2012; Pergola 
and Suchan, 2013; Tousignant et al., 2015; Bader and Mecklinger, 
2017; Li et  al., 2017; Bastin et  al., 2019). Recollection is the 
retrieval of details associated with the previously experienced 
event; based on recollection, the spatial-temporal contextual 
information of the event and other information related to the 
event can be  remembered and recalled. In contrast, familiarity 
is the feeling of having encountered the target event previously 
without the retrieval of additional contextual or associated 
information (Costanzo et  al., 2013; Johnson et  al., 2013; King 
et  al., 2018). Currently, none of the abovementioned studies 
touches on the issue of whether the forgetting effect caused 
by part-list cues are more sensitive to recollection or familiarity 
process in recognition memory, given that free recall and item-
specific probe recall are supposed to rely primarily on the 
recollection process.

We therefore sought to investigate how the part-list cues 
hinder recognition memory and which recognition process 
(recollection or familiarity) would be affected. For this purpose, 
the Remember/Know(R/K) procedure, a widely used paradigm 
for recognition memory to dissociate recollection with familiarity 
was adopted (Tulving, 1985; Evans and Wilding, 2012; Mickes 
et  al., 2013; Voss and Paller, 2017; King et  al., 2018; Ventura-
Bort et  al., 2020). In the standard R/K recognition task, each 
recognized target item was classified as R or K based on 
participants’ subjective memory experience. When participants 
can recognize the specific item and recollect details about their 
study experience with it, then an R judgment is given to that 
item (indicating an experience of episodic recollection); when 
participants have sufficient familiarity to provide adequate 
ground for a recognition judgment and the details about the 
study experience cannot be  recalled, then a K judgment is 
given to that item (indicating a mere feeling of familiarity) 
(Rosenstreich and Goshen-Gottstein, 2015; Gao et  al., 2019). 
For example, when it comes to remember, it means that when 
we  retrace our memories back to last night, we  can recall 
what we did last night and many related details of these things. 
When it comes to know, it means that we  know things that 
we  have experienced in the past, such as a phone number, 
but there is no specific memory about where they came from.

By employing the event-related potential (ERP) technique, 
researchers put forward representative neural correlates to 
indicate recollection and familiarity, respectively (Curran, 2000, 
2004; Küper and Zimmer, 2018; Horne et  al., 2020). It has 
been widely accepted that the FN400 (negative ERPs peaked 
at 300–500 ms post-stimulus onset) old-new effect at the frontal 
area reflected the familiarity process, that is, the old item 
elicited more positive ERP component than did the new item, 
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whereas the late positive complex (LPC; positive ERPs peaked 
at 500–700 ms post-stimulus onset) old-new effect at the parietal 
area indexed the recollection, that is, the old item elicited 
larger LPC than did the new item (Curran, 2000, 2004; Rugg 
and Curran, 2007; Friedman et  al., 2010; Stróżak et  al., 2016b; 
Bader and Mecklinger, 2017; Li et al., 2017; Küper and Zimmer, 
2018; Mecklinger and Bader, 2020). Although FN400 is considered 
to be similar in timing and morphology to N400, a perception/
conceptual priming-related correlate (Voss and Paller, 2009; 
Meyer et al., 2010; Voss et al., 2010, 2012; Kutas and Federmeier, 
2011; Dew and Cabeza, 2013; Hou et  al., 2013; Pergola et  al., 
2014; Wang et  al., 2015), most of the previous studies have 
shown many times that FN400 indicates the familiarity process 
in recognition memory (Wang et  al., 2012; Kamp et  al., 2016). 
Furthermore, it is widely believed that there is a functional 
dissociation between conceptual priming and familiarity, and 
they each depend on at least partial distinct neural regions 
(Johnson et  al., 2013; Pergola and Suchan, 2013; King et  al., 
2018; Bastin et  al., 2019; Barker and Warburton, 2020). Recent 
studies have suggested that these two components can 
be dissociated based on the distribution of topography (Bridger 
et  al., 2012; Stróżak et  al., 2016a; Bader and Mecklinger, 2017; 
Mecklinger and Bader, 2020). Therefore, in the present study, 
the two old/new effects of FN400 and LPC were adopted as 
the electrophysiological indicator of familiarity and recollection.

The part-list cuing effect is fundamentally a harmful effect 
of part-list cues on retrieval process. So the investigation of 
the retrieval process itself is a more direct way to figure out 
the mechanism of part-list cuing effect. However, as far as 
we  know, no study to date has directly investigated the effect 
of part-list cues on recognition process, especially the effects 
of part-list cues on ERP measures during recognition of formerly 
studied material. Therefore, we  combined the similar part-list 
cuing paradigm used by Oswald et  al. (2006) with an R/K 
task identical to prior studies (Schaefer et  al., 2011; Hou et  al., 
2014; Shaffer and Mcdermott, 2020) to investigate neurocognitive 
mechanism of part-list cuing effect. Specifically, which recognition 
processes (familiarity vs. recollection) could be  affected by 
part-list cues should be  demonstrated. Given that the memory 
performance decreased in previous studies using yes/no 
recognition task (Todres and Watkins, 1981; Oswald et  al., 
2006), we  investigated the extent to which the behavioral 
memory accuracies and ERP amplitudes of FN400 and/or LPC 
effects would be  decreased by part-list cues.

Previous studies have revealed the determinate effect of the 
output order and the duration of part-list cues on the cause 
of part-list cuing effect (Bäuml and Aslan, 2004; Aslan and 
Bäuml, 2007; Bäuml and Samenieh, 2012; John and Aslan, 
2020). In the present study, the part-list cues were removed 
after 90-s presentation in the part-list cue condition, and the 
output order was controlled by the recognition task. Therefore, 
different predications can be  derived from the two hypotheses 
of part-list cuing effect: at the behavioral level, significant 
lowered recognition performance according to the retrieval 
inhibition hypothesis versus no such significant decreased 
performance according to the strategy disruption hypothesis; 
at the electrophysiological level, old/new effect would change 

under the part-list cue condition compared to the no-part-list 
cue condition according to the retrieval inhibition hypothesis 
versus no such significant change according to the strategy 
disruption hypothesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Eighteen students participated in the experiment. Sample size 
was based on prior ERP studies related to Remember/Know 
recognition (Wang et al., 2016; Küper and Zimmer, 2018; Horne 
et al., 2020). The data from one participant had to be excluded 
due to excessive Electroencephalogram (EEG) artifacts. The 
mean age of the remaining 17 participants was 20.64  years 
(SD  =  2.80, range 18–27, 7 males). All participants were right-
handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision; none 
of them reported any personal or family history of psychiatric 
or neurological disorder. All participants signed an informed 
consent approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee 
of Xinyang Normal University and were paid for their  
participation.

Stimuli
The materials consisted of 13 exemplars from each of the 54 
semantic categories (Animal, Math operation, Equipment-hiking, 
Folk art, Auto parts, Royalty member, Season, Jewelry, Food 
flavoring, Dog, Time unit, Sport, Furniture, Science, Non-relative 
relations, Weapon, Diseases, Non-alcoholic beverage, Flower, Emotion, 
Clothing, Insect, Tool Carpenter’s, Reading materials, City, Motion, 
Occupation, Natural earth formation, Fruit, Human body, Crime, 
Appliance-major, Building, Musical instrument, Cloth, Toy, Fish, 
Equipment-farm, Dance, Vehicle, Mythical being, Beverage-alcoholic, 
Herb, Tree, Shape, Building material, Country, Bird, Writing 
implement, Fuel type, Nut, Religious object, Vegetable, and Cosmetic) 
that were obtained from the published norms (Yoon et al., 2004) 
in which 105 categories were identified for the subjects of Chinese 
adults. Exemplars for each category were ranked according to 
their strength of association with the category label. Each category’s 
exemplars were generally the 13 strongest associates to the 
category label according to the norms.

Six study-test blocks were constructed, each consisting of 
nine semantic categories. In each block, in the learning phase, 
10 intermediate rank-ordered items (2–11 or 3–12) from each 
of the nine categories were chosen to be  the study items. 
These items were presented in category-exemplar [e.g., 职业-演
员(occupation-actor)] format. Four exemplars from each of 
the nine categories presented in the learning phase were chosen 
for use as part-list cues. The remaining 54 items served as 
old items during the recognition phase. The highest rank-
ordered (1 or 1–2) and lowest rank-ordered (12–13 or 13) 
three items from each of the nine categories were chosen as 
new items during the recognition phase. Three blocks were 
assigned to the part-list cue condition, and the other three 
blocks were assigned to the no-part-list cue condition. Blocks 
were counterbalanced across cue conditions.
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Procedure
The experiment was programmed by Eprime1.1 software and 
presented on a 21-inch CRT screen (resolution ratio: 1024 × 768, 
refresh rate: 85  Hz).

During ERP recordings, stimuli were presented on a computer 
screen approximately 1  m away from the participants; stimuli 
subtended a visual angle of approximately a maximum horizontal 
visual angle of 4.6° and a maximum vertical visual angle of 
0.8°. Subjects were seated in a comfortable armchair in a 
sound-dampened, homothermal room to reduce systematic 
error and accidental error during data collection. In order to 
minimize ERP artifacts, participants were required to blink as 
infrequently as possible, to minimize body and eye movements, 
and to keep their feet flat on the floor during performing the 
designated task.

The experiment included six study-test blocks, each of which 
consisted of three phases: the learning phase, the distractor/
distractor-plus-cues phase, and the recognition phase. The 
sequence of the six blocks was counterbalanced across participants 
with restriction of no more than two consecutive blocks 
belonging to the same cue conditions. The procedure can 
be  seen in Figure  1.

Learning phase: The learning phase included 90 (9  ×  10) 
category-exemplar pairs to study. Before presentation of each 
category-exemplar, a fixation cross (+) in white font presented 
in the center of a black screen for 1,000–1,200  ms, and then 
the category-exemplar in white font presented on the center 
of the black screen for 1,500  ms. The presentation order of 
the category-exemplar pairs was randomized within 10 blocks, 
with each block consisting of one exemplar from each of the 
nine categories, which resulted in no consecutive category-
exemplar pair belonging to the same category.

Distractor/distractor-plus-cues phase: Firstly, the participants 
were asked to do a distraction task by counting backwards in 
steps of six on a three-digit number for either 120  s or 30  s 
(in the no-part-list cue or part-list cue condition, respectively). 

Then, under the part-list cue condition, 36 (9  ×  4) of the 
90 studied words were provided as cued items in a pseudorandom 
order for 90  s. Participants were told to carefully read these 
items aloud and use these items as retrieval cues to mentally 
recall the remaining items.

Recognition phase: 81 exemplars (54 studied items, 27 new 
items, items used as part-list cues did not appear in the 
recognition phase) appeared successively. Each exemplar was 
preceded by a presentation of a fixation cross (+) ranging 
from 1,000 to 1,200  ms. The presentation order of these 
exemplars was also blocked randomized with restriction of no 
more than three consecutive exemplars sharing the same correct 
responses. A Remember/Know/New paradigm following the 
recommendations by Everaert and Koster (2015) was adopted. 
Participants were informed about the meaning of Remember/
Know/New judgments to find out how to make the corresponding 
response. A Remember response was to be given if the participants 
were sure to have seen the item during the learning phase 
and could recall any specific information associated with that 
item. A Know response meant that the participants were sure 
to have seen the item but could not remember any such details. 
Otherwise, a New response was made to indicate not having 
seen the item during the learning phase. The above three types 
of judgments corresponded to three response keys on the 
keyboard, and the subjects were instructed to use three fingers 
to press the “Remember,” “Know,” and “New” keys, respectively. 
Each exemplar presented for 2000  ms, and participants were 
asked to respond within this period of time.

Electroencephalogram Recording and 
Analysis
The EEG data were obtained from 64 channel Ag/AgCl electrodes 
mounted on an electrode cap (NeuroScan Inc., United  States) 
according to the extended 10-20 system. All recordings  
were referenced to the left mastoid and re-referenced offline  
to the average of the left and right mastoid recordings. 

FIGURE 1 | Schematic of trial procedure in learning, distractor/distractor-plus-cues, and recognition phases. English translations of the originally Chinese words are 
in parentheses.
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The electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded bipolarly through 
electrodes placed above and below the left eye (vertical) and 
at the outer canthi (horizontal). The impedances was kept 
below 5  kΩ. The EEG was filtered with a band pass of 
0.05–100  Hz and continuously digitized at a sampling rate of 
500 Hz. Ocular artifacts were corrected with a regression-based 
eye movement correction algorithm (Semlitsch et  al., 1986) 
and trials containing eye movement, blinks, excessive muscle 
activity, or signal drifts were eliminated based on visual 
inspection. The EEG data were low-pass filtered below 30  Hz 
(24 dB/octave). All trials with EEG voltages exceeding a threshold 
of ±75  μV during the recording epoch were excluded from  
averaging.

Epochs were extracted from the continuous data, lasting 
from 100  ms before until 1,000  ms after the presentation of 
each item in the recognition phase, with the −100–0 ms served 
as baseline correction. ERPs were constructed by averaging 
EEG data for “Remember” trials (correctly recognized old items 
with a “Remember” response), “Know” trials (correctly recognized 
old items with a “Know” response), and “New” trials (correctly 
rejected new items with a “New” response) for no-part-list 
cue and part-list cue conditions, resulting in the following six 
item-type conditions: Remember-No-part-list cue, Remember-
Part-list cue, Know-No-part-list cue, Know-Part-list cue, New-No-
part-list cue, and New-Part-list cue (average number of artifact-
free trials for each condition: 89, 86, 30, 26, 52, and 53, 
respectively). We can then get the neuro-features of distinctions 
about recollection and familiarity.

By visually inspecting the grand average ERP waveforms 
and referring to previous related studies (Friedman et al., 2010; 
Schaefer et  al., 2011; Mollison and Curran, 2012; Hou et  al., 
2013), the current study extracted mean ERP amplitudes from 
two time windows (300–500  ms and 500–700  ms) to assess 
the FN400 and LPC old/new effect, respectively. For each old/
new effect, the mean amplitudes of six electrodes taken from 
frontal and parietal sites (anterior sites: F3, Fz, and F4; posterior 
sites: P3, Pz, and P4) were measured and analyzed. Neural 
activity for familiarity was examined by contrasting Know hits 
with correct rejections, while neural activity for recollection 
was examined by contrasting Remember hits with Know hits 
(Li et  al., 2016). For each time window, a repeated-measures 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), which involved cue conditions 

(part-list cue and no-part-list cue), item types (Remember, 
Know, and New), and electrodes (F3, Fz, F4, P3, Pz, and P4), 
was conducted. The Greenhouse-Geisser corrected value of p 
and the Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc multiple comparisons 
were reported in the ANOVA.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results
The memory performance for each cue condition in the 
recognition test is depicted in Tables 1 and 2.

Because the present study focused particularly on dissociating 
the recollection (R) and familiarity (F) process, the following 
formula: R  =  Remember hits  −  Remember false alarms, 
F  =  [Know hits/(1  −  Remember hits)]  −  [Know false alarms/
(1  −  Remember false alarms)], proposed by Yonelinas (2002), 
was employed to estimate the recollection and familiarity 
processes, respectively. The familiarity decreased significantly 
in the part-list cue condition compared to the no-part-list cue 
condition, t(16)  =  −3.271, p  <  0.01, Cohen’s d  =  0.796. The 
recollection was not significantly different between part-list 
cue and no-part-list cue conditions, t(16)  =  0.040, p  >  0.05 
(Table  1).

The memory discrimination score [Pr  =  P(hits)  −  P(false 
alarms), d’  =  Z(hits)  −  Z(false alarms)] and response bias 
score [Br = P(false alarms)]/[1 − (hits − false alarms)] (Snodgrass 
and Corwin, 1988) were also calculated for Remember and 
Know items, respectively. The Pr score for Know items decreased 
marginally significantly in the part-list cue condition compared 
to the no-part-list cue condition, t(16)  =  −1.980, p  =  0.065, 
Cohen’s d  =  0.480, whereas the Pr score for Remember items 
was not significantly different between the part-list cue and 
no-part-list cue conditions, t(16)  =  0.040, p  >  0.05. Similarly, 
the d’ score for Know items decreased marginally significantly 
in the part-list cue condition compared to the no-part-list cue 
condition, t(16) = −2.000, p = 0.063, Cohen’s d = 0.485, whereas 
the d’ score for Remember items was not significantly different 
between part-list cue and no-part-list cue conditions, 
t(16)  =  0.468, p  >  0.05. A similar analysis for response bias 
also showed a relatively more conservative bias for Remember 
items under the part-list cue condition than under the 

TABLE 1 | Mean proportions of Remember and Know responses assigned to hits and false alarms on recognition task, recollection (R) and familiarity (F) scores, and 
memory discrimination scores (Pr, d’) and response bias (Br) for Remember and Know responses in part-list cue and no-part-list cue conditions.

Condition Hits False alarms Recollection Familiarity   Pr(R)   Pr(K)   d’(R)   d’(K)   Br(R)   Br(K)

Remember 
response

Know 
response

Remember 
response

Know 
response

Part-list cue 0.52 (0.03) 0.16 (0.02) 0.11 (0.02) 0.19 (0.03) 0.41 (0.03) 0.13 (0.05) 0.41 (0.03) −0.03 (0.04) 1.34 (0.13) −0.07 (0.14) 0.19 (0.03) 0.18 (0.02)
No-part-list cue 0.53 (0.05) 0.20 (0.03) 0.12 (0.02) 0.17 (0.03) 0.41 (0.04) 0.23 (0.05) 0.41 (0.04) 0.03 (0.05) 1.29 (0.10) 0.13 (0.14) 0.24 (0.04) 0.17 (0.02)

Standard errors are in brackets. Pr(R) = discrimination score of Remember responses = P(Remember responses assigned to hits) − P(Remember responses assigned to false alarms); 
Pr(K) = discrimination score of Know responses = P(Know responses assigned to hits) − P(Know responses assigned to false alarms); d’(R) = Z(Remember responses assigned  
to hits) − Z(Remember responses assigned to false alarms); d’(K) = Z(Know responses assigned to hits) − Z(Know responses assigned to false alarms); Br(R) = P(Remember 
responses assigned to false alarms)/[1 − Pr(R)]; Br(k) = P(Know responses assigned to false alarms)/[1 − Pr(R)]. For Br, a value less than 0.5 means a conservative bias and a value 
greater than 0.5 means a liberal bias (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988).
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no-part-list cue condition, t(16)  =  −2.268, p  <  0.05, Cohen’s 
d  =  0.592, whereas the Br score for Know items was not 
significantly different across part-list cue and no-part-list cue 
conditions, t(16)  =  1.310, p  >  0.05 (Table  1).

For RTs, a repeated-measures ANOVA, which involved cue 
conditions (part-list cue and no-part-list cue) and item types 
(Remember, Know, and New), was conducted on RTs of 
Remember and Know responses to studied items and on those 
of New responses to new items. Main effect of item types 
[F(2, 32)  =  18.190, p  <  0.001, η2 p  =  0.532, MSE  =  912,831.861] 
revealed that the RTs were faster for Remember items than 
for New (p  =  0.07) and Know items (p  <  0.001) and that the 
RTs were faster for New items than for Know items (p < 0.001; 
Table  2).

ERPs Results
The FN400 (300–500  ms), indexing the familiarity process, 
was measured over electrodes taken from the frontal area. 
Grand average waveforms for the three item types (Remember, 
Know, and New) at F3, Fz, and F4 electrodes in the part-list 
cue and no-part-list cue conditions are shown in Figure  2.

The FN400 amplitudes were entered into a 2 (cue conditions: 
part-list cue and no-part-list cue)  ×  3 (item types: Remember, 
Know, and New)  ×  6 (electrodes: F3, Fz, F4, P3, Pz, and P4) 
repeated-measures ANOVA. The main effect of cue conditions 
was not significant, F(1, 16)  =  0.045, p  >  0.05, η2 p  =  0.003, 
MSE  =  0.550. The main effect of item types was significant, 
F(2, 32)  =  3.969, p  <  0.05, η2 p  =  0.199, MSE  =  44.971.  
There was also a significant main effect of the electrodes,  
F(5, 80)  =  13.741, p  <  0.05, η2 p  =  0.462, MSE  =  1010.966. 
The cue conditions  ×  item types effect was significant, F(2, 
32)  =  3.762, p  <  0.05, η2 p  =  0.190, MSE  =  31.230. The cue 
conditions  ×  electrodes effect was significant, F(5, 80)  =  3.429, 
p  <  0.05, η2 p  =  0.176, MSE  =  6.909. In addition, the cue 
conditions  ×  item types  ×  electrodes effect was significant, 
F(10, 160)  =  2.829, p  <  0.05, η2 p  =  0.150, MSE  =  2.922. Simple 
effect analysis showed that in the part-list cue condition, the 
differences of mean amplitudes among New, Remember, and 
Know items were not significant, while in the no-part-list cue 
condition, the result varies with the region of the electrode 
sites. For the electrode sites from the frontal region, the mean 
amplitudes of New items were lower than that of Remember 
(p < 0.01) and that of Know items (p < 0.05), and the difference 
between Remember and Know items was not significant. For 
the electrode sites from the parietal region, the mean amplitudes 
of New items were lower than that of Remember (p  <  0.01) 

and that of Know items (p < 0.05), and no significant difference 
between other item types was observed (ps  >  0.05).

To further examine the ERPs associated with familiarity, 
the FN400 difference waves were calculated by subtracting ERP 
responses to the trials on which the participant gave a New 
response to new items from those of Know response to old 
items. The dFN400 amplitudes of frontal sites were entered 
into a 2 (cue conditions: part-list cue and no-part-list cue) × 3 
(electrodes: F3, Fz, and F4) repeated-measures ANOVA 
(Figures 3A,C). The main effect of cue conditions was significant, 
F(1, 16) = 7.829, p < 0.05, η2 p = 0.329, MSE = 54.915, indicating 
that the amplitudes of dFN400 in the no-part-list cue condition 
were larger than that of the part-list cue condition. The main 
effect of electrodes was not significant, F(2, 32)  =  0.155, 
p > 0.05, η2 p = 0.010, MSE = 0.213. In addition, the interactions 
of electrodes  ×  cue conditions effect was not significant,  
F(2, 32)  =  0.050, p  >  0.05, η2 p  =  0.003, MSE  =  0.197. Also, a 
2 (cue conditions: part-list cue and no-part-list cue)  ×  3 
(electrodes: F3, Fz, and F4) repeated-measures ANOVA for 
the dFN400 amplitudes of parietal sites showed no significant 
main effects or interactions of cue conditions and electrodes, 
indicating that the dFN400 is not significantly different under 
the two cue conditions.

The LPC (500–700  ms), indexing the recollection process, 
was measured over electrodes taken from the parietal area. 
Grand average waveforms for the three item types (Remember, 
Know, and New) at P3, P4, and Pz electrodes in the part-list 
cue and no-part-list cue conditions are shown in Figure  4.

The LPC amplitudes were entered into a 2 (cue conditions: 
part-list cue and no-part-list cue)  ×  3 (item types: Remember, 
Know, and New)  ×  6 (electrodes: F3, Fz, F4, P3, Pz, and P4) 
repeated-measures ANOVA. The main effect of cue conditions 
was not significant, F(1, 16)  =  0.317, p  >  0.05, η2 p  =  0.019, 
MSE  =  4.210. The main effect of item types was significant, 
F(2, 32)  =  9.925, p  <  0.01, η2 p  =  0.383, MSE  =  183.096. There 
was also a significant main effect of the electrodes,  
F(5, 80)  =  12.664, p  <  0.05, η2 p  =  0.442, MSE  =  996.473. In 
addition, the interactions between item types and electrodes 
was significant, F(10, 160)  =  3.350, p  <  0.05, η2 p  =  0.173, 
MSE  =  4.734, revealing a larger amplitude in parietal sites for 
Remember, Know, and New items (ps  <  0.05) than in frontal 
sites and reflecting a significant Remember–Know difference 
(ps  <  0.05) and Remember–New difference (ps  <  0.001) in 
Pz, P4, P3, and Fz sites.

To further examine the ERPs associated with recollection, 
the LPC difference waves were calculated by subtracting ERP 
responses to the trials on which the participant gave a Know 
response to old items from those of Remember response to 
old items. The dLPC amplitudes of parietal sites were entered 
into a 2 (cue conditions: part-list cue and no-part-list cue) × 3 
(electrodes: P3, Pz, and P4) repeated-measures ANOVA 
(Figures  3B,D). The main effect of cue conditions was not 
significant, F(1, 16) = 0.503, p > 0.05, η2 p = 0.030, MSE = 10.506. 
The main effect of electrodes was significant, F(2, 32)  =  5.787, 
p  <  0.01, η2 p  =  0.266, MSE  =  10.684. The electrodes  ×  cue 
conditions effect was not significant, F(2, 32)  =  0.446,  
p  >  0.05, η2 p  =  0.027, MSE  =  0.861. Also, a 2 (cue conditions:  

TABLE 2 | Mean reaction times of Remember and Know responses assigned to 
old items and of new responses assigned to new items on recognition task.

Condition Remember 
responses

Know 
responses

New responses

Part-list cue 1031 (41) 1348 (45) 1143 (38)
No-part-list cue 1008 (38) 1342 (50) 1155 (34)

Standard errors are in brackets.
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part-list cue and no-part-list cue) × 3 (electrodes: F3, Fz, and F4) 
repeated-measures ANOVA for the dLPC amplitudes of frontal 
sites showed no significant main effects or interactions of cue 
conditions and electrodes.

DISCUSSION

The current study aimed to assess the relative contribution of 
recollection and familiarity processes to the part-list cuing 
effect in recognition memory. To achieve this goal, behavioral 
and ERPs data relevant to the Remember/Know paradigm were 
recorded and analyzed.

Previous studies focusing on part-list cuing effect scarcely 
investigated such effect in recognition memory. To date, only 
a few studies demonstrated part-list cuing effect in a yes/no 
recognition task (Slamecka, 1975; Todres and Watkins, 1981; 
Oswald et  al., 2006); however, the contribution of recollection 
and familiarity to recognition memory in these previous studies 
has not been examined. In line with the previous study (Todres 
and Watkins, 1981; Oswald et  al., 2006), the behavior data of 
the current study revealed a lowered memory performance 
under the part-list cue condition than under the part-list cue 
condition in the recognition test. The further dual-process 
analysis of the Remember/Know data suggested that the part-
list cues lowered the non-cue items’ familiarity but had no 
significant detrimental effect on the non-cue items’ recollection. 
Moreover, the analysis of discrimination index Pr and d’, which 

indexes the ability to discriminate between the old and new 
items, revealed a significant decline for Pr(K) and d’(K) scores 
but not the Pr(R) and d’(R) scores in the part-list cue condition, 
indicating that part-list cues mainly reduced the ability to 
discriminate between the old and new items based on the 
familiarity process. In addition, participants adopted a relatively 
conservative response bias in both part-list cue and no-part-
list cue conditions, but with a relatively more conservative 
bias for Remember items under the part-list cue condition 
than under the no-part-list cue condition. These analyses 
suggested that the participants were better able to discriminate 
studied from non-studied exemplars in the no-part-list cue 
condition. In brief, the behavioral results suggested that the 
part-list cues mainly reduced the familiarity process of the 
target items, while leaving the recollection process unaffected.

In light of the dual-process theory, recognition retrieval 
can be  divided into two different processes: familiarity and 
recollection. FN400 in the frontal area reflects familiarity, while 
LPC in the parietal area reflects recollection (Curran, 2000, 
2004; Rugg and Curran, 2007; Schaefer et  al., 2011; Ozubko 
and Yonelinas, 2012; Pergola and Suchan, 2013; Kamp et  al., 
2016; Bader and Mecklinger, 2017; Küper and Zimmer, 2018; 
Mecklinger and Bader, 2020). The FN400 old/new effect, which 
is used to index the familiarity process, is similar in timing 
and morphology to N400, a correlate related to conceptual 
priming (Voss and Paller, 2009; Voss et  al., 2010, 2012; Kutas 
and Federmeier, 2011; Pergola et  al., 2014). However, previous 
studies have shown that these two ERP components can 

FIGURE 2 | The grand-average waveforms for Remember (Remember responses to old items), Know (Know responses to old items), and New (New responses to 
new items) items in part-list cue and no-part-list cue conditions at F3, Fz, and F4 electrodes.
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be distinguished based on their topography: FN400 has a frontal 
maximum in the 300–500  ms time window, while N400 has 
a centro-parietal maximum in the 300–500  ms time window 
(Bridger et  al., 2012; Bader and Mecklinger, 2017; Küper and 
Zimmer, 2018; Mecklinger and Bader, 2020). The present study 
found that in the 300–500  ms time window, the difference in 
amplitude between the old and new items was significantly 
greater in the frontal region than in the parietal region, which 
is consistent with the distribution characteristics of FN400, 
indicating that the old/new effect of 300–500  ms in this study 
reflects the familiarity process. The present results revealed 
that in the no-part-list cue condition, the FN400 component 
is maximal over the frontal area between 300 and 500  ms 
post-stimulus and the LPC component is maximal over the 
parietal area between 500 and 700  ms post-stimulus, which 
is in line with many previous studies mentioned earlier. However, 
under the part-list cue condition, we  did not find the FN400 
effect, but the LPC effect. Further analysis revealed that the 
part-list cuing effect was mostly caused by familiarity change; 
that is, the reason why part-list cues can lower the recognition 
performance is that the availability of the stimulus’ familiarity 

is reduced. The ERP results turned out that the forgetting 
effect induced by part-list cues was accompanied by a decreased 
familiarity of the target items, but no significant changes were 
found in the recollection process, which suggested that  
part-list cues mainly impaired the target items’ familiarity 
process, while left the recollection process unaffected in the 
recognition task.

Although it is widely believed that FN400 in the recognition 
memory test reflects the familiarity process (Rugg and Curran, 
2007), and many studies have assumed that as long as FN400 
was observed, it can be  inferred that familiarity has occurred. 
However, many other studies have pointed out that familiarity 
can occur when adopting conceptually rich stimuli as 
experimental materials, but conceptual priming often occurs 
simultaneously with familiarity (Voss and Paller, 2009; Voss 
et al., 2010, 2012). The learning materials adopted in the present 
study were category exemplars, which are conceptually rich 
stimuli. Therefore, although the behavioral performance indicated 
the occurrence of familiarity, the occurrence of conceptual 
priming cannot be  ruled out. In the present study, when 
participants indicated familiarity experiences in the recognition 

A B

C D

FIGURE 3 | Difference wave of FN400 and late positive complex (LPC). (A) dFN400 (ERPs of Know response to old items minus ERPs of New response to new 
items) at F3, Fz, and F4 electrodes in part-list cue and no-part-list cue conditions, respectively. (B) dLPC (ERPs of Remember response to old items minus ERPs of 
New response to new items) at P3, Pz, and P4 electrodes in part-list cue and no-part-list cue conditions, respectively. (C) Topographic maps for dFN400 in the time 
window of 300–500 ms. (D) Topographic maps for dLPC in the time window of 500–700 ms.
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test, we believed that these conceptually rich category exemplars 
would participate in familiarity neural signals plus conceptual 
priming neural signals, that is, conceptual priming also affects 
the process of item recognition. Conceptual priming refers to 
a kind of implicit memory that occurs with the repetition of 
concept processing. That is, compared to novel conceptual 
processing, people tend to respond more quickly or accurately 
to recently repeated processing (Hou et  al., 2013). Given that 
recognition test usually involves repetitive display of meaningful 
stimuli (first displayed during the encoding phase and then 
reappeared during the recognition phase; Voss et  al., 2010), 
in the recognition test, the conceptual priming may co-occur 
with familiarity. Therefore, in addition to the decrease in 
familiarity, the part-list cuing effect that occurred in the present 
study may also be  accompanied by a decrease in conceptual  
priming.

The converging behavioral and ERP results of the present 
study indicated that part-list cue-induced forgetting was 
accompanied by a reliable decrease in familiarity. However, 
forgetting was not accompanied by a significant decline in the 
recollection process. These results are different from those of 
previous studies that used item-specific probe test and free 
recall tasks (Aslan et  al., 2007; Aslan and Bäuml, 2007; Bäuml 
and Samenieh, 2012; John and Aslan, 2020). The difference 
in the role of recollection process in part-list cuing effect 
obtained in the present study and previous studies may be due 

to the methodological differences across experiments. When 
adopting free recall task or item-specific probe test, the number 
of items that the participants need to learn is relatively small, 
which enables a better memorization of the items. In the 
present study, however, the participants were asked to learn 
90 exemplars in each study-test block, thus leading to a not-so-
good memory of the learned items, which in turn may make 
the participants rely more on the familiarity process to make 
judgments in the subsequent memory test.

In prior studies adopting free recall task or item-specific 
probe test, part-list cuing effect is regarded as the result of 
retrieval inhibition. According to the retrieval inhibition 
hypothesis (Anderson et  al., 1994; Bäuml and Aslan, 2004, 
2006; Aslan et  al., 2007), the presence of part-list cues during 
the recognition phase leads to the implicit retrieval of these 
items, and this implicit retrieval reduces the general memory 
representation strength of target items even if the cues were 
removed during the test. Consistent with the previous studies 
(Bäuml and Aslan, 2004; Oswald et  al., 2006), the present 
study found that part-list cues impaired the access to non-cues 
even when these cues were not presented during recognition 
phase; i.e., the detrimental effect of part-list cues remains 
largely unaffected when the cues were removed before test. 
In addition, Bäuml and Aslan (2004) emphasized the importance 
of controlling the output order to determine the cause of the 
part-list cuing effect. In order to investigate the above question, 

FIGURE 4 | The grand-average waveforms for Remember (Remember responses to old items), Know (Know responses to old items), and New (New responses to 
new items) items in part-list cue and no-part-list cue conditions at P3, Pz, and P4 electrodes.
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they controlled the output order of the test items after the 
presentation of part-list cues and found a decrease in memory 
performance, which they thought could be  explained by the 
retrieval inhibition hypothesis. The retrieval inhibition hypothesis 
assumes that the part-list cuing effect is caused by the decrease 
in the strength of memory representation of non-cue items 
(Bäuml and Aslan, 2004; Aslan et  al., 2007; John and Aslan, 
2020). Therefore, forgetting should be  observed regardless of 
whether the output order is controlled (Aslan and Bäuml, 
2007; Bäuml and Samenieh, 2012). In our experiment, the 
recognition task was used in which the output order was also 
controlled, and recognition performance was used to measure 
the target items’ access. For one thing, the lowered recognition 
accuracy of the target item under the part-list cue condition 
in the current study replicated the finding of previous studies 
and also supported the prediction of the retrieval inhibition 
hypothesis on target items in the recognition task. For another, 
the results of the present study goes beyond the results of 
previous studies. Both the behavior and ERP results showed 
that the reduction in the representation strength of the target 
items induced by part-list cues is mainly reflected in the 
decrease of target items’ familiarity. Therefore, we  believe  
that our results can also be  explained by the retrieval 
inhibition hypothesis.

The retrieval inhibition hypothesis believes that the part-list 
cuing effect has similar inhibitory processes to the retrieval-
induced forgetting process. Researchers directly compared the 
part-list cuing effect with the retrieval-induced forgetting process 
and found that there was no difference between the two kinds 
of forgetting whether in quality or in quantity (Bäuml and 
Kuhbandner, 2003; Bäuml and Aslan, 2004; Zellner and Bäuml, 
2005; Aslan and Bäuml, 2009). The results of the present study 
indicated that part-list cues damage not the recollection but 
the familiarity process of target items, which corresponds to 
the results of retrieval-induced forgetting studies (Spitzer and 
Bäuml, 2007; Rupprecht and Bäuml, 2016). Using the R/K 
procedure and ROC procedure, Spitzer and Bäuml (2007) 
investigated the influence of retrieval practice on recognition 
memory, and they found that retrieval practice mainly reduces 
the unpracticed items’ familiarity but keeps their recollection 
largely unaffected, thus supporting the retrieval inhibition 
hypothesis. Rupprecht and Bäuml (2016) also investigated the 
retrieval-induced forgetting with the ROC procedure. Although 
their experiments were not designed to dissociate the recollection 
and familiarity process of recognition memory, their results 
illustrated that only inhibition may induce retrieval-induced 
forgetting in item recognition. Combined with the results of 
previous studies, we believe that our recognition data are most 
consistent with the retrieval inhibition hypothesis of the part-
list cuing effect.

According to the strategy disruption hypothesis, the forgetting 
effect caused by part-list cues should be  transient, and when 
removing these cues, the corresponding effect should 
be eliminated. Since the strategy disruption hypothesis attributes 
forgetting to changes in the retrieval strategy when cues are 
provided, removing these cues should enable subjects to use 
their original retrieval strategies, thereby eliminating any 

forgetting originally produced by the cues (Basden and 
Basden, 1995). From the viewpoint of strategy disruption theory, 
it can be inferred that neither familiarity nor recollection should 
decrease if part-list cues were not present during the testing 
phase. The part-list cues in the present study were presented 
for 90 s in the distractor-plus-cues phase and then disappeared 
in the following test phase, resulting in no reference being 
made to using the cues during test, but there was still a 
significant decrease in familiarity under part-list cue condition, 
suggesting the existence of impairment effect of part-list cues. 
The strategy disruption hypothesis holds that when participants 
are forced to use random retrieval strategies – as the present 
experiment does when using experimenter-guided presentation 
order of test items – their original strategies would be destroyed 
regardless of whether part-list cues are provided (Peynircioğlu, 
1989). The finding that reliable harmful effects of part-list cues 
exist in recognition memory thus contradicts explanations solely 
based on strategy disruption. In sum, strategy disruption predicts 
no part-list cuing impairment in the recognition task, which 
was not proven by the results of the present study.

In sum, this study showed that the lowered performance 
caused by the presentation of part-list cues in item recognition 
is mainly attributed to the reduction of familiarity but not 
recollection. This finding of no reliable impairment of recollection 
process corresponds to previous studies focusing on retrieval-
induced forgetting (Spitzer and Bäuml, 2007; Rupprecht and 
Bäuml, 2016). Moreover, the results of the present study can 
also provide experimental evidence for the retrieval 
inhibition hypothesis.
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